Concerning future lepton-nucleus colliders, International Linear Collider (ILC) and Plasma Wake Field Accelerator-Linear Collider (PWFA-LC) electrons in order of 0.5 TeV and 5 TeV, respectively, colliding with Super proton-proton Collider (SppC)'s 3075 TeV lead ions, are considered as "linac-ring eA" options. In addition, 1.5 TeV option of the Muon Collider (MC) vs 3075 TeV 208 Pb 82+ ions of the SppC is also taken into account as a "ring-ring µA" collider. Luminosity values of the SppC-based eA and µA colliders are estimated. 3075 TeV lead parameters for 100 km-circumference option of the SppC are taken into account to optimize luminosities of electron-nucleus and muon-nucleus collisions, keeping beam-beam effects and disruption in mind. It is shown that luminosities of order of 10 30 cm -2 s -1 can be achieved by moderate upgrades of lepton and nucleus beam parameters.
Introduction
Lepton-hadron collisions played crucial role in our understanding of inner structure of matter. For instance, proton form-factors and quark-parton model have been established by fixed target experiments using GeV-energy electron beams, first and sole ep collider HERA has provided important information on proton structure as well as parton distribution functions for Tevatron and Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
Concerning lepton-nucleus colliders, there are a number of advanced projects namely JLEIC [1], eRHIC [2] , LHeC [3, 4] , ERL60-FCC [5] and CEPCSppC [6] . Recently, energy frontier FCC-based eA colliders are proposed in Ref. 7 .
As known, China proposes a two-stage circular collider project. First stage is the Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC) as Higgs factory.
Afterwards, SppC has been proposed as second stage dedicated for BSM new physics research, providing lead-lead opportunity as well. In addition, SppCbased ep and eA colliders with Ee =120 GeV, Ep = 37.5 TeV and EPb = 3075 TeV are considered in CEPC Conceptual Design Report [6] . SppC-based energy frontier ep and µp colliders have been proposed in Ref. 8. In this study, SppC-based lepton-nucleus collider parameters are estimated, where 0.5 TeV ILC and 5 TeV PWFA-LC electron beam energies are taken into account respectively. As to the muon beam, 1.5 TeV beam energy option of the MC is considered. Concerning their interaction point (IP) schemes, head-on collisions for all three options (i.e. ILCÄSppC, PWFA-LCÄSppC and MCÄSppC), are foreseen. Schematic drawing of SppC-based leptonnucleus colliders is shown in Fig. 1 .
In Section 2, design parameters of SppC lead beam, ILC and PWFA-LC electron beams and MC muon beam are presented. Main parameters of SppC-based "linac-ring eA" colliders are evaluated in Section 3. SppC-based "ring-ring µA" collider is considered in Section 4. Finally, results and comments are summarized in Section 5. In Tables 2-3 , 0.5 TeV and 5 TeV electron beam options of ILC and PWFA-LC are given respectively. In addition, 1.5 TeV muon beam parameters are summarized in Table 4 . 
SppC-based "linac-ring eA" colliders
Construction of linear colliders (i.e. ILC/PWFA-LC) as well as MC tangential to SppC, will provide eA and µA collisions. In this respect, 3075 TeV lead parameters for 100 km-circumference option of the SppC, are taken into account to optimize luminosities of electron-nucleus and muon-nucleus collisions. Luminosity, beam-beam effects and disruption parameters for e-Pb collisions are estimated by Eqs. 1-3 respectively.
As to the beam-beam effects in Eq. 2, and . Considering linac-ring ILCÄSppC eA option, 2.35x10 29 cm -2 s -1 luminosity for 78. 4 TeV center of mass energy can be achieved (see Table 5 ). Table 5 . ILC Ä SppC eA option Table 6 . PWFA-LC Ä SppC eA option Considering upgraded ξ # Pb in Tables 5 and 6 , 0.02 value is plausible for single IP by moderate decrement of βPb. This can technically be achieved by increase of emittance at IP, while keeping the transverse beam sizes fixed, resulting in steady luminosities for both ILCÄSppC and PWFALCÄSppC options.
In Table 6 , it is pointed out that 6.89x10 28 cm -2 s -1 luminosity for 248 TeV center of mass energy is feasible via linac-ring PWFA-LCÄSppC eA option. Tables 5-7 , interacting round beams are transversely matched to each other. One can see that the disruption parameters are pretty plausible for both ILCÄSppC and PWFA-LCÄSppC options.
Concerning luminosity, beam-beam effects and disruption estimations in

SppC-based "ring-ring µA" collider
Regarding ring-ring µA collider, luminosity and beam-beam effects are estimated by Eqs. 4-6 respectively.
In Table 7 , main parameters of the MCÄSppC are summarized. 1.82x10 32 cm -2 s -1 luminosity for 135.8 TeV center of mass energy is achievable via ring-ring MCÄSppC µA option.
As to the beam-beam effects of MCÄSppC, it is seen that nominal parameters induce ξPb values more than it should be. Reducing ξPb is no doubt decrement of leptons per bunch, resulting in corresponding decrease of luminosity. 
